This paper presents the modelling and design of a constrained layer damper to eliminate squeal noise in a particular tram. Even though resilient wheels are installed in every bogie, squeal noise is generated at the frequency of 780–800 Hz due to the small radius curves that the tram has to draw. Tuned constrained layer dampers provide a solution to this particular problem. Butyl rubber is chosen as the viscoelastic material for the damper, and conventional steel is used for the metallic sheets. The modelling approach and the final design of the damper are presented, together with evaluation of its performance in a real application. Experimental measurements on track have demonstrated that the constrained layer damper is properly tuned to the squealing frequency and that there is a significant reduction in noise when the proposed damper is attached to the wheels.

1. State of the Art

Given the increases in urban railway traffic and tram lines around the world, environmental requirements for railway noise are becoming more and more strict. Reducing noise at the source can be more attractive than erecting noise barriers, but this requires a thorough analysis of noise generation mechanisms as well as methodologies for evaluating the effectiveness of proposed solutions [1].

Extensive work has been done on the vibroacoustics of railway wheels, which is one of the most critical components for railway noise emission [2]. The main sources of wheel noise can be classified as rolling noise, impact noise, or squeal noise, with the last being the most difficult to mitigate.

Wheel squeal is considered to be a phenomenon of instability in wheel vibrations rather than resonance [2–4]. Sufficient positive damping, which is only a small fraction of critical damping, can in fact stabilize vibrations and reduce squeal. Thus, squeal can be eliminated by increasing wheel damping [5].

Different ways of increasing wheel damping have been reported in the literature, and the most important methods are the use of resilient wheels [6–9], ring dampers [6, 10–13], CAF dampers [14–16], and constrained layer dampers, both as a treatment applied to the wheel web [1, 6, 8, 17–19] and as tuned dampers [1, 6, 20, 21].

While other damping solutions act on the entire frequency range, tuned constrained layer dampers (CLD) can be designed to affect only some specific frequencies. They combine metallic sheets with polymeric layers, and their damping is due to the dissipation of energy that occurs through the shear deformation of the polymeric material. Since their damping effect can be concentrated within the frequency ranges of interest, these solutions are more adequate for tackling a range of purposes.

This way of increasing system damping is used in different applications, not only in railway wheels. Several authors have studied the modelling of CLDs from different approaches. Kiehl and Jerzak [22] studied a gun tube damped by a constrained viscoelastic polymer. The system was analysed through a time domain solution, where the Golla-Hughes-McTavish method was used to incorporate the viscoelastic properties of the polymer. Alvelid and Enelund [23] developed an interface finite element formulation for the rubber
in a steel-rubber-steel sandwich plate. Hazard and Bouillard [24] modelled a viscoelastic sandwich plate by using the partition of unity finite element method. Xie and Shepard Jr. [25] distinguished between three types of damping (extension damping, compression damping, and shear damping) to develop an enhanced analytical model of a beam-like structure with constrained layer damping. Martinez-Agirre and Elejabarrieta [26] modelled a constrained layer damping configuration by using a unique layer with homogenised properties and compared the results with a multilayered model.

The optimization of CLDs has also attracted the attention of many researchers. Several studies have been carried out on the spacing effect [27] and the different parameters that can affect the initial transient motion [28] and modal loss factor [29, 30]. Even genetic algorithms have been used [31] to optimize the loss factor of the system's first mode of vibration.

Active constrained layer dampers (ACLDs), whose constraining layer is made of a piezoelectric material, have also been studied by different authors. With the goal of emphasizing the potential of passive devices, Cento and Kawiecki [32] applied them to beams and other authors like Gao and Shen [33] and Ro and Baz [34] used them on plates. Ruzzene et al. [35] saw a significant improvement in the damping characteristic by using magnetic constrained layer dampers (MCLD) in attraction.

With respect to railway wheels, Cervello et al. [17] and Nielsen and Fredø [36] studied the application of CLDs on the entire wheel web surface, concluding that noise emission could be significantly reduced. Cervello et al. [17] reduced noise by about 20 dB in laboratory measurements and by about 10 dB in the field compared to the standard wheel noise emission. Nielsen and Fredø [36] developed a numerical procedure for optimizing railway wheels in terms of fatigue strength and minimal rolling noise. To improve the wheel design, a constrained layer damping treatment was applied to the web, yielding a 11 dB reduction in the wheel component for A-weighted rolling noise.

Färm [20] used tuned absorbers as well as ring dampers on a train. They concluded that wheel dampers had an effect not only above 2000 Hz but also for frequencies as low as 800 Hz, where the rail should be dominating. Cervello and Lombardo [21] also studied tuned absorbers and developed two different systems, one for resilient wheels used on urban tram vehicles and another for freight wheels. They emphasized that the advantage of these solutions is the possibility of concentrating the damping strength at specific frequency bands.

2. Introduction to the Problem

The most important and valued advantages of the tram are that it is ecological and sustainable; it coexists in a healthy way with the city and environment. This concept of health also refers to the acoustics, oftentimes one of the most criticized aspects of wheeled vehicles.

The main difficulty for a tram system is the fact that it has to be adapted to the city, meaning to its streets and intersections. Unlike other railway vehicles, curves and routes cannot be designed and instead they have to be shaped to what the city allows. Trams therefore are sometimes forced to draw very small radius curves. Resilient wheels are very often used in tram systems because these wheels tend to dissipate vibrations better and generate lower noise levels. However, resilient wheels can actually suffer of squealing noise [21].

The tram system in the Spanish city of Vitoria is relatively young; it has been running only since late 2008. It has been very successful from the beginning and it is now used by a large number of citizens. Resilient wheels are installed on every bogie of the Vitoria tram. However, because of small radius curves, there is a squeal problem in the 780–800 Hz frequency range (see Figure 1(a)). Looking at the modal analysis of the resilient wheel (Figure 1(b)), it can be seen that this frequency coincides with the natural frequency of the wheel 0L2 mode (lateral mode with 0 nodal circles and 2 nodal diameters, according to the classification established by Thompson [37]). The use of CLDs appears as a solution to this specific problem.

The use of resilient wheels adds some geometric limitations to the problem. The designed CLD has to meet the available space restrictions. The two shadowed areas in Figure 2 represent the entire space available for attaching the damper. Furthermore, in order to fulfill the safety requirements, the CLDs have to be screwed to the wheel.

The aim of the present work is to design a particular CLD that increases wheel damping in the tram of Vitoria, in order to reduce wheel vibration and its radiated noise. In what follows, the modelling approach adopted to design the damper is presented, together with the evaluation of its performance in the real application.

3. Material Properties

CLDs are devices that combine metallic sheets with polymeric layers, and when tuned to the desired frequency they increase the damping of the railway wheel modes due to the dissipation of energy that occurs through the shear deformation of the polymer.

The main part of CLDs is the polymer. The two predominant properties of the polymeric material are loss factor (damping) and stiffness; a polymer with a high damping factor and relatively low stiffness is normally desired for CLD applications.

The choice of the polymer is not easy, and oftentimes a balance between these two properties has to be found. If the polymer is too stiff, little shear deformation occurs, even if its damping factor is very high, which results in low energy dissipation. The structure and the constrained layer become rigidly coupled and the polymer does not deform. On the other hand, if the polymer is too soft, both the structure and the constrained layer become almost uncoupled. The material undergoes large deformations, but it adds little damping since it offers no resistance, resulting in minimal energy dissipation.
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(a) Acoustic measurements at a speed of 5 km/h

(b) Modal analysis of the resilient wheel used in Vitoria’s tram

Figure 1: Squeal noise generated by the wheel 0L2 mode.

With CLD dampers, viscoelastic materials from the silicone family are normally used. This kind of material provides a good balance between stiffness and loss factor, as it is very soft with a relatively high loss angle (on the order of 15°).

In our particular application, the frequency range where the problem appears is relatively high (780–800 Hz), so material stiffness does not need to be very low and a stiffer material is preferred. Butyl rubber is chosen, which is stiffer than silicone but at the same time presents a higher loss factor, which is always desirable.

Elastomers (as butyl rubbers) are amorphous polymers that exhibit partly elastic and partly viscous behavior. Their molecular structure enables them to undergo large deformations and recover almost completely in unloading. Despite the nonlinear stress-strain relationship that is appreciated when elongations up to several hundred percents are conducted, in many applications elastomers are subjected to only small strains and linear stress-strain relationship is to be considered in that region [38].

Concerning dynamic behaviour, elastomers have properties intermediate between linear elastic solids (that obey Hooke’s law—stress is proportional to strain) and ideal viscous liquids (that obey Newton’s law—stress is proportional to the rate of change of strain with time). The response of these materials, which act neither as ideal elastic solids nor as ideal liquids, is termed viscoelastic behaviour [38].

When such materials are subjected to dynamic excitation, stress and strain are not in phase; therefore, in addition to the ratio of stress to strain, the phase difference or phase angle is to be determined [38]. Usually the overall response of the material can be expressed in terms of the complex shear modulus [39]:

\[
G^* = G_1 + jG_2 = G_1 (1 + j \tan \delta),
\]

(1)
where $G_1$ is the in phase, or storage modulus, and $G_2$ is the out of phase, or loss modulus. The loss angle, $\delta$, which is related to the damping or hysteretic energy losses of the material, is given by $\tan \delta = G_2/G_1$. Both the magnitude ($|G^*|$) and the loss angle $\delta$ of viscoelastic compounds are dependent on frequency and temperature in the case of viscoelastic materials [40, 41]. In the case of elastomer materials (as butyl rubber) they might also depend on the amplitude of the applied excitation [38, 39].

The quasi-static, elastic, stress-strain relationship of butyl rubber, together with the dynamic complex shear modulus (and its dependencies), needs to be experimentally characterized in order to develop any theoretical model of a CLD.

The quasi-static stress-strain relationship is determined following indications given by standard ISO 1827 [42]. It is a ramp loading-unloading test conducted at very low speed so that viscous effects are not affecting the results. Specimens are tested in simple shear and, thus, the quasi-static shear modulus is obtained.

Concerning the characterization of the dynamic behavior of butyl rubber, there is no normalized procedure thus far that allows the dynamic shear modulus $G^*$ to be determined as a function of frequency and excitation amplitude.

In this study, $G^*$ (both the magnitude and loss angle) is determined from experiments carried out on the INSTRON Hydropuls MHF 25l test equipment available in CEIT (Figure 3), which allows samples of viscoelastic and elastomer materials to be tested in a frequency range of up to 400 Hz and under excitations of different amplitudes, waveforms, and frequencies (following procedures published in ASTM D5992 [43] or ISO 4664-1 [44]).

Material specimens are tested in simple shear, with a sample corresponding to half the specimen for quasi-static measurements suggested in ISO 1827 [42], which is not suitable for the forced nonresonant dynamic simple shear test in the frequency range under study in the present paper. This new configuration overcomes the dynamic problems of the standardized quasi-static sample due to the inertia effect of the two metal parts that connect the four rubber blocks.

These results characterize the dependency of the shear modulus magnitude and the loss angle of the material on frequency (up to 400 Hz) and amplitude of excitation. The equipment software directly calculates the sample stiffness values ($K^*$) in N/mm and the loss angle (in degrees), by applying the FFT (fast Fourier transform) to the temporal signals of displacement and force in each of the excitation frequencies:

$$K^* (w_o) = \frac{\tilde{F}(w_o)}{\tilde{x}(w_o)} \left| \frac{K^*}{\tilde{x}(w_o)} \right| \quad \text{loss angle} = \frac{180}{\pi} \text{phase}(K^* (w_o)).$$

(2)

In the previous expression $\tilde{F}(w_o)$ represents the Fourier transform of the force at the excitation frequency $w_o$ and $\tilde{x}(w_o)$ represents the Fourier transform of the displacement at the same excitation frequency.

Knowing the sample stiffness and the tested sample dimensions, the shear modulus value is evident:

$$|G^* (w_o)| = \left| K^* (w_o) \right| \cdot \text{thickness} \cdot \frac{2 \cdot \text{length} \cdot \text{width}}{\pi},$$

$$\text{loss angle} = \frac{180}{\pi} \text{phase}(K^* (w_o)).$$

(3)

### 3.2. Results

The slope of the force/displacement loop (load-unload cycle) of a quasi-static test gives the value of the elastic shear modulus. The resulting magnitude values are the following:

(i) $G = 3.368 \cdot 10^5$ Pa
(ii) $E = 3G = 1.011 \cdot 10^6$ Pa (incompressibility is assumed).

It has been stated that elastic shear modulus is not dependent on the test speed, at least in the speed range under consideration here.

As for the dynamic behavior, Figure 4 shows the dependence on frequency for both the magnitude (Pa) and the loss angle (degrees) of complex shear modulus for the butyl rubber material when applying a deformation of 2.5%. It is evident that both the amplitude and phase increase with frequency, especially in the first half of the range 0–200 Hz. Above 200 Hz, the stiffness and loss factor maintain almost constant, a tendency that has been reported to continue up until 1000 Hz [39]. The fact that high loss angle values are achieved is noteworthy: up to 35° at the highest frequencies.

Material behaviour is also dependent on the applied deformation amplitude (see Figure 5), a behavior common to the majority of the filled elastomers. The lower the deformation amplitude, the higher the shear modulus magnitude, where the values for the lowest deformations are greater than twice the value for the highest tested ones. In terms of the loss angle, it reaches a maximum when the slope of the magnitude is the highest. At the frequency shown in Figure 5 (100 Hz) values are between 20° and 28°, reaching a maximum (28.4°) at deformation amplitude of 5%.
4. Modelling a CLD

In what follows, the modelling approach to design a CLD will be described. The finite element method based Abaqus/CAE software is used.

Because of the geometric limitations (Figure 2 shows a scheme of the available space), the number of polymeric layers is limited to two.

4.1. Metallic Sheets. Metallic sheets are modelled with shell-type elements because of their low computational cost. Specifically, 4-node shell-type elements are used. These elements are linear with nonreduced integration.

Shell-type elements have to be modelled without thickness values; instead, the thickness values are introduced in the definition section. Because of this, the real thickness of the sheet should be taken into account in the assembly, leaving an offset so that in reality there is no intersection between the different parts of the model (see \( h \) in Figure 6) [46].

4.2. Polymeric Layers. A precise modelling of the polymer is necessary for accurately predicting the behaviour of the tuned CLD. The polymer is the essential part of the device, and as such it has the biggest influence on the results. Therefore, we have decided to model it with brick-type solid elements. More specifically, 20-node hexahedral brick-type elements are used. These elements are quadratic in order to improve accuracy with nonreduced integration.

A fundamental aspect of modelling polymeric layers is the definition of the material itself. According to the results, butyl rubber is a nonlinear viscoelastic material, where the stress response to an excitation is dependent not only on frequency but also on the excitation amplitude. Nevertheless, such material behavior is not nowadays available in commercial finite element codes, where only linear viscoelastic material models are implemented. Linear viscoelasticity ignores the dependence of the material properties on the excitation amplitude, considering only the influence of frequency on the response. Although approximate results might be found and uncertainties exist on the excitation value at which material properties should be introduced in the code, linear viscoelasticity has been considered in the definition of butyl rubber. Instead of trying to implement more complex nonlinear material models and/or procedures (see, e.g., [47, 48]) differences in natural frequencies of the CLD will be evaluated by considering different material properties in the material model.

Definition of linear viscoelastic material model in finite element codes requires the introduction of both the measured quasi-static (elastic, long-term) shear modulus and the complex, frequency-dependent, dynamic shear modulus of the material (both measured in Section 3). The density of material (also needed to perform dynamic calculations) is 1000 kg/m$^3$. 
Concerning the storage and loss modulus, they should be defined in a range of interest for the application (200–1000 Hz in our case, as the natural frequency of interest is around 800 Hz). At a particular excitation level a constant value of the magnitude and loss factor are introduced in the indicated frequency range, according to the results shown in Section 3.2. An excitation shear strain of 2.5% is considered as nominal value for the design purposes.

5. Modelling and Design of the CLD

Using all the information from the previous section, a first design of the CLD is made. Due to economic reasons, the thicknesses of the metallic sheets have to be adjusted to the discrete values offered by manufacturers. Given these limitations and the geometric limitations that arise from using resilient wheels, the thicknesses of the base metallic sheet (attached to the wheel), a first polymeric layer, and upper metallic sheet are defined.

On the other hand, to take advantage of all the available space (see the two shadowed areas in Figure 2), another polymeric layer and another metallic sheet are attached under the base, in a cantilevered way. In doing so, a greater damping strength can be added to the damper. Figure 7 shows the first design of the CLD, which shows the offset left between the shell-type metallic layers and the brick-type polymeric sheets.

It was explained in the introductory section that dampers have to be screwed to the wheel and Figure 2 shows that a large part of them will be cantilevered. This fact introduces uncertainties with regard to the boundary conditions in the theoretical model. Some fictitious springs are attached to certain nodes of the damper (to those nodes where the screws take part) and, being joined to a fixed point, determine the stiffness of the linkage between the CLD and the wheel. The springs act in the three dimensions, but it is reasonable to define a lower stiffness value for the vertical direction (Z axis, perpendicular to the base) than for the two other directions, as screws are stiffer in those two directions than in their longitudinal direction. Even if the exact stiffness values cannot be known, it is estimated that they will be of the order of $10^7$ N/m. The real values are validated and adjusted by comparing theoretical/experimental results of a manufactured CLD. Therefore, one unit is built and tested.

The validation consists of laying the tram resilient wheel on an elastic support and attaching the damper to it (see Figure 8). In this sense, the real coupling between the wheel and the CLD is represented and the elastic support ensures that its frequencies do not interfere with those of the damper.

As damper efficiency depends mainly on tuning to the natural frequencies of the wheel that are to be damped, the principal parameters to control and validate are the natural frequencies of the damper. An accelerometer is placed on the upper sheet of the CLD and a dynamometric hammer is used for excitation, and the natural frequencies of the CLD are related to the peaks of the extracted acceleration/force FRF results.

For a good theoretical-experimental validation, the effect of the accelerometer also has to be taken into account in the theoretical model, so a mass of 5.6 g (the weight of the accelerometer used) is placed at the point where the accelerometer is located. A punctual force is applied at the point where the hammer hits the CLD in experiments.

Figure 9 shows the theoretical model, where impact and measurement points are highlighted.

Comparisons between experimental and calculated acceleration results lead to the following values for the springs in the attachment of the CLDs:

(i) $K_x = K_y = 5 \cdot 10^7$ N/m
(ii) $K_z = 1 \cdot 10^7$ N/m.

Assuming these values, there is good agreement between the experimentally measured natural frequencies and the theoretically calculated ones (see Table 1).

Due to the low weight of the CLD, the mass of the accelerometer influences the results. In operating conditions, when the CLD is attached to the wheel, there is no accelerometer on it, so its natural frequencies will be different. If the punctual mass is removed from the theoretical model, the natural frequencies of the damper change slightly, by about 2%.

We have also realized that the second mode of the CLD has a higher damping strength than the first one. Following the same idea as the Modal Strain Energy (MSE) method [49], the elastic strain energy of the polymer in both modes is compared, and it is seen that the second mode dissipates higher energy than the first one. Thus, we have decided to tune the damper’s second mode with the wheel 0L2 mode in order to achieve the highest damping level.

Once the CLD model is validated, the final design has to be made by altering some design variables. From the geometric point of view, if the thickness of the metallic sheets and the polymeric layers are defined, the only possible variation will be that of the polymeric length. In Figure 7 it can be seen that the upper metallic sheet and polymeric layer have different lengths; that is to say that the upper sheet is cantilevered. The length of polymeric layer is the variable that defines the CLD’s final design.

Polymeric layer’s length is changed until the natural frequency of the second mode of the damper coincides with
Table 1: Experimental and theoretical eigenfrequencies of the CLD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental frequency</th>
<th>Theoretical frequency</th>
<th>Mode shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>579 Hz</td>
<td>584 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>674 Hz</td>
<td>671 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Theoretical model of the CLD.

Figure 8: Real damper attached to the tram wheel.

Concerning the definition of the material in the finite element model, which ignores the excitation amplitude dependency of butyl rubber, some calculations have been conducted changing material properties. The geometry already defined for the CLD has been maintained and the storage and loss modulus have been changed in the definition of the material in the finite element code, introducing values measured at excitation amplitudes different from the nominal shear strain of 2.5% (adopted for the definition of the geometry of the CLD). When material properties are defined at a shear strain amplitude of 25% (the maximum amplitude tested) the natural frequency of the second mode decreases only 20 Hz, from 760 Hz to 740 Hz, which is also close to the resonant frequency of the wheel that needs to be damped.

Six CLDs have been manufactured and attached to a wheel, covering all the perimeter of the rim. The damping added to the 0L2 mode has been experimentally evaluated. The tram wheel is placed on a rubber base support and it rests horizontally. The support adds a small degree of rigidity, so the natural frequencies of the test-bench differ from those of the wheel. In order to analyze the wheel 0L2 mode, an accelerometer is located on the rim’s lateral surface and excitations are induced with a dynamometric hammer to acquire acceleration/force FRFs. Damping ratios are calculated from the FRFs using TestLab software by LMS. Through the least squares complex exponential technique, damping ratios can be determined for the undamped (without any damper) and damped wheel cases. Measurements carried out in laboratory show that, after attaching 6 dampers on the wheel, the damping ratio of the wheel 0L2 mode increases from 0.17% (the damping for the undamped wheel case) to 0.48%. Wheel modal frequencies do not vary considerably after installing the dampers, proving that the weight added by the six dampers is negligible compared to that of the wheel. These results verify that the designed and manufactured damper is correctly tuned to the wheel mode.

6. Experimental Measurements on Track

Performance of designed and manufactured CLD is evaluated through experimental measurements on track.

The tram in Vitoria is composed of three bogies (see scheme in Figure 11)—the first and the third are powered—and they can circulate in both directions. The squeal noise normally appears at a higher level in those wheels that are motorized, so we have decided to use these two bogies for our comparison. In this way, by installing the CLDs on the wheels (6 dampers on each wheel—see Figure 12) of the first bogie, a comparison can be made between the damped wheels and the free wheels (wheels with no dampers) of the third bogie.

The tram is driven along a narrow curve (with an approximately 25 m—radius) where squeal noise is generated in operating conditions (see Figure 13(a)). The average speed
During the measurements is 15–20 km/h. Three microphones are placed in the interior of the curve 1.2 m from the inner rail and 1 m from the ground, which coincides with the railhead which is embedded in the street (see Figure 13(b)).

17 passes are made in both directions and acoustic pressure results are collected. The three microphones present the same tendency and results are very similar in both directions. From all the collected results, Figure 14 shows in three-dimensional graphs the most representative ones measured by one of the microphones. The horizontal axis shows which frequencies are the most responsible for squeal, the right vertical axis highlights which bogie generates higher noise levels, and the left vertical axis defines noise level scale.

In order to quantify the noise reduction achieved with this configuration, Figure 15 shows the sound pressure measured during two different passes. The solid line corresponds to the highest peak in the first bogie (with damped wheels) and the dotted line corresponds to the highest peak in the third bogie (with no damping solution).

7. Discussion

Looking at the results, it can be concluded that the highest noise levels are generated in the 780–800 Hz frequency range, which is in fact the frequency of the wheel 0L2 mode, as expected. According to Figure 14, bogie 3 generates higher noise levels than bogie 1, so it can be concluded that damped wheels are quieter than free wheels. This means that the dampers designed and presented here are correctly tuned to the 0L2 mode and are thus able to decrease the squeal noise levels.

According to Figure 15, there is a difference of approximately 25 dB between the noise levels generated by the first and the third bogies. This noise decrease is due to the presence of the CLDs, which also verifies that the dampers are correctly tuned to the 0L2 mode and that they are able to significantly decrease the squeal noise levels. In addition to this, the sound pressure level also drops at around 1600 Hz in Figure 15. It is another benefit with the CLDs installed.

In summary, these results confirm the effectiveness of the CLDs that have been designed and manufactured in the present paper.

8. Conclusions

Even though resilient wheels are installed in every bogie, Vitoria’s tram has squeal problems in some small radius curves. The squeal is generated at 780–800 Hz, and it has been demonstrated that it coincides with the wheel 0L2 mode. Since tuned CLDs can be designed to concentrate their damping strength at particular frequency ranges, the aim of this work has been to model and design a CLD specifically to eliminate this squeal noise.
Butyl rubber is used as the polymeric material in the CLD, and conventional steel as the metallic material for the sheets. The two predominant properties of the polymer, stiffness and loss factor (damping), are experimentally determined by quasi-static and dynamic tests carried out on some samples.

After characterizing the butyl rubber, the model of the CLD is developed. Metallic sheets are modelled with shell-type elements, whereas for polymeric layers brick-type solid elements are used. To keep both parts from intersecting, offsets equal to half of the thickness of the shell-type elements remain.

The dynamic behavior of the CLD model has been proved to be very dependent on the boundary conditions. Thus, the CLD is manufactured in order to carry out dynamic experiments on it, and in parallel, the boundary conditions are adjusted to match the calculations with experimental results. Once the model is validated, the damper design is improved in order to damp the 0L2 mode of the tram wheel and the final CLD design is manufactured.

Experimental on track measurements are carried out where a bogie equipped with free wheels (with no damping solution) and a bogie equipped with damped wheels (with six dampers each wheel) are compared. The results show that a decrease of 25 dB has been achieved.

As a result, the objective of this project has been met: a proper CLD that reduces squeal noise in the tram system in the city of Vitoria has been designed, manufactured, and tested. With all these results, it can be concluded that a significant noise reduction can be achieved by using a properly designed CLD. This methodology can be applied to similar problems of squeal noise in urban trams.
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